We present a general method for automatic meta-analyses in neuroscience and apply it on text data from published functional imaging studies to extract main functions associated with a brain area -the posterior cingulate cortex. Abstracts from PubMed are downloaded, words extracted and converted to a bag-of-words matrix representation. The combined data is analyzed with hierarchical non-negative matrix factorization. We find that the prominent themes in the PCC corpus are episodic memory retrieval and pain. We further characterize the distribution in PCC of the Talairach coordinates available in some of the articles. This shows a tendency to functional segregation between memory and pain components where memory activations are predominantly in the caudal part and pain in the rostral part of PCC.
Introduction
Functional neuroimaging methods such as positron emission tomography (PET) or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) map function to brain anatomy by manipulating behavior and measuring a change in regional activity. The resulting maps are used to infer the principles of brain function. The accuracy of these functional maps however, depends critically on the specificity of the behavioral paradigm and on the sensitivity of the analytical tools for detecting the interesting signal. In any individual study, it is very difficult, if not impossible to avoid the particular subject's in part irreproducible behavior and it is not possible a priori to describe the spatiotemporal characteristics of the signal necessary for accurate modelling and detection. Investigating the consensus among results from a large number of brain imaging studies can overcome the problem of false positive and false negative results. Furthermore, neuroimaging studies may discover unexpected changes in activity in areas that so far have not been associated with a given behavior, thus generate new hypotheses. Unexpected activations may be genuine, showing a novel and interesting association between brain and behavior or spurious, for instance a false positive activation from some uninteresting behavior that the paradigm did not control for. If such changes are repeatedly encountered over a large number of different paradigms that addressed the same behavioral function, then it is probable that they are of significance and deserve further investigation.
The potential for data mining across neuroimaging studies has already been recognized and exploited to investigate the consistency of activation patterns associated with a given brain function Figure 1: Number of posterior cingulate entries in the PubMed database as a function of the year of publication. The query was "("posterior cingulate" OR "posterior cingulum" OR "retrosplenial" OR "retrosplenium")". It is normalized with the total number of entries of each year in the PubMed database. (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) or to generate new hypotheses about the function of a given brain area Maguire, 2001; Maddock, 1999) . In these papers, the authors manually generate tables and figures that summarize results across a large number of studies in order to inspect for consensus. The expanding number of published studies however, makes it increasingly time-consuming for the individual researcher to generate exhaustive result summaries. Here, we propose an automatic method which can extract from the neuroimaging literature the consensus about the functions of a given brain area. This method is thought to assist researchers by providing a quick summary of a large number of scientific publications. To illustrate the approach we apply this method to extract functions that are consistently associated with the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). To this end we have used article abstracts indexed by PubMed under the keywords that relate to both PCC and functional imaging methods.
Despite the increasing attention that this area has attracted over the years (see figure 1), there is no "textbook" consensus about the functions undertaken by this area. Different reviews associate this area with a variety of brain functions, e.g., evaluative functions (for spatial orientation and memory) (Vogt et al., 1992) , successful episodic memory retrieval (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) , emotion (Maddock, 1999) , navigation (Maguire, 2001) , visuospatial attention (Mesulam et al., 2001; Small et al., 2003) , pain (Bromm, 2001) , and "resting state" (Shulman et al., 1997; Binder et al., 1999; Mazoyer et al., 2001; Raichle et al., 2001) .
Our method is two-stage: In the first stage we will make unsupervised text mining in the form of clustering based on the words in abstracts of PubMed that mention our specific target area (the PCC), and we compare these results with the results reported by previous manual reviews to assess the validity of this automatic analysis. In the second stage we use the Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) within the clustered articles and describe the spatial distribution in terms of the cluster labels from the first stage. This is in order to test whether the functional clusters are anatomically segregated within the posterior cingulate cortex.
That is, in terms of PCC we ask whether our machine-based methodology is able to capture themes in alignment with major reviews and whether there is functional segregation within the PCC.
Method
We download abstracts from the PubMed Web-service by restricting the search to posterior cingulate area and functional neuroimaging with the following query:
("posterior cingulate" OR "posterior cingulum" OR "retrosplenial" OR "retrosplenium") AND ("magnetic resonance imaging" OR "positron emission tomography")
The abstracts are brought on matrix form: X(N × Q) where N corresponds to the number of abstracts and Q corresponds to the number of words. This is the so-called "vector space model" or bag-of-words representation (Salton et al., 1975) . Ignoring case we count the words in each abstract and set the element x nq to the number of times the qth word occurs in the nth abstract. Words that only occur in a single abstract are discarded from the matrix and certain stop words are eliminated resulting in a matrix with fewer columns. The stop words are a compound list consisting of ordinary English words such as "the", "of" augmented with medical stop words used in MEDLINE/PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/help/pmhelp.html#Stopwords) and by a large manually constructed list for elimination of words that does not directly describe cognitive functions, e.g., words for brain anatomy are eliminated.
A number of methods for discovering latent classes ("clusters" or "components") in texts have been described, e.g., spherical K-means and singular value decomposition (SVD) (Dhillon and Modha, 2001) , simple counting (Goldman et al., 1999) , Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999) , hierarchical clustering (Gaussier et al., 2002) , non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) (Lee and Seung, 1999) , Generalizable Gaussian Mixture (GGM) model , and independent component analysis (ICA) (Isbell Jr. and Viola, 1999; Kolenda et al., 2000) . Some of these have been applied for data mining medical literature (Dobrokhotov et al., 2003; Goldman et al., 1999) , and, e.g., the XplorMed Internet-based tool enables interactive exploration of noun relatedness in PubMed abstracts producing simple two-word classes (PerezIratxeta et al., 2001 ). In our case we will use the NMF with an optimization algorithm for the Euclidean distance cost function (Lee and Seung, 2001 ) where a matrix X(N × Q) is factorized into two non-negative matrices W(N × K) and H(K × P )
and the cost function (reconstruction error) E is defined as
This cost function is minimized for a fixed number of latent classes K. Each of the column vectors in W corresponds to a latent class with loadings for each abstract, and each of the rows in H contains a latent class with loadings over words. The algorithm is dependent on the initialization of W and H. To avoid unfavorable local minima we run the algorithm multiple times and choose the result with the lowest cost function value. NMF has the advantage that each vector (in either W or H) corresponds to one latent class. In SVD and (ordinary) ICA there might be two classes in each vector, since the algorithms implicitly assume a symmetric distribution around zero, for an example see (Kleinberg, 1999) . SVD further requires that the relevant loading vectors are orthogonal. ICA requires either loadings over abstracts or loadings over words to be statistically independent. Furthermore, NMF produces sparse components that are intuitively more suitable for text than the holistic components from SVD analysis (Lee and Seung, 1999) . The mathematical uniqueness of NMF is a topic of current research see, e.g., (Donoho and Stodden, 2004) . In hard assigning clustering algorithms such as K-means we only get an indicator for membership. In NMF we get a continuous value for "more or less membership" to the latent class which means that we are able to sort both the elements of W and H and report the top most representative abstract and words associated with each class. The number of latent classes K in NMF is the only parameter that needs to be set. In cluster analysis we have previously determined an optimal number of classes by information criteria or cross-validation (Goutte et al., 1999; Goutte et al., 2001; Balslev et al., 2002) . Here, we will instead run the algorithm over different numbers of classes and use a visualization technique to get an overview of the structures in the data: We plot the classes as nodes in a 2-dimensional plot with K on the y-axis and the individual classes k = 1 . . . K on the x-axis. Thus each row represents one run of NMF with a specific number of classes, e.g., the 5th row is for K = 5. On each node we print the words with the highest load in the classes of H. These words represents the most typical words for the class. Nodes in adjacent layers (between K and K + 1) are connected with lines and the thickness of these lines is determined from the similarity between the classes. The similarity between the kth class in a K-class NMF and the k th class in a (K + 1)-class NMF is computed as the inner product between the corresponding latent class vectors
Only the lines where the similarity is high are shown. A threshold c was found as
where a useful value for c was found in the range 0.05 − 0.15. The text mining described above allows us to identify sub-categories in connection with PCC. In our second step we use spatial modeling to further characterize each of these sub-categories in terms of distribution in Talairach space (Fox et al., 2001 ). For each class k the loadings on abstracts inw k are sorted and the Talairach coordinates from the top twenty abstracts are plotted. We only take the coordinates from abstracts that are "winners" of each class by a applying a "winner-take-all" functionW = wta(W) with the elements determined as
The coordinates were extracted from the Brede database (Nielsen, 2003) or, if not available in this database, typed in manually. We compare the distributions of Talairach coordinates from two classes by statistical tests (Berman et al., 1999; Christoff and Grabrieli, 2000; Duncan and Owen, 2000) . The coordinates from the two classes are represented in two data matrices Z 1 (M 1 × 3) and Z 2 (M 2 × 3) and the two-sample Hotelling T 2 statistical test is applied where a scaled sample Mahalanobis distance follows an F -distribution if independent multivariate Gaussian distributions are assumed (Mardia et al., 1979, p. 77 )
The Mahalanobis distance is computed as
with the covariance S u found as
where M = M 1 + M 2 ,z 1 andz 2 are the means for the two sets of Talairach coordinates and S 1 and S 2 are the biased covariance maximum likelihood estimates, e.g.,
. P is the dimension of the space, i.e., P = 3 if the test is applied in the full 3-dimensional Talairach space. Taking a pluralistic approach to modeling (Lange et al., 1999) , and since the distributions seem mildly non-Gaussian we also consider a permutation test on the Euclidean, median and Mahalanobis distances between the two sets of coordinates (Mardia, 1970; Edgington, 1986; Arnold et al., 1997) . Permutation on the Mahalanobis distance will correspond to a permutation test on the Hotelling T 2 statistics since there is only a scaling difference between the Mahalanobis distance and the Hotelling T 2 , cf. equation 6. The median test is only applied in one dimension. The stop word lists and the tools for the analysis are available in the Brede neuroinformatics toolbox presently available from http://hendrix.imm.dtu.dk/software-/brede/.
Results
PubMed returned 271 items matching the query on PCC and imaging on the date 2003-08-14. After the abstracts had been converted to vectorial form and single occurrence words and stop words were eliminated 549 words remained from originally 4792, resulting in the data matrix X(271 × 549). "Memory", "alzheimer", "visual", "metabolic", "retrieval" and "pain" showed up as the most frequent occurring words. "Memory" occurred twice as often compared to the second most frequent word. Figure 2 shows the automatically generated "NMF tree" where each of the yellow nodes indicates a NMF component. These are labeled with the words with the highest score in H. Although the particular configuration of the NMF tree changes when the algorithm is restarted, the major themes are invariant over runs. The tree with the root in (1, 1) shows that memory is a dominant theme throughout the hierarchy (K = 1 . . . 12). The words showing the highest association with the component are "memory", "retrieval" and "episodic". An automatically generated list of articles scoring high on the "memory" componentw k=memory is available in table 1.
Other important themes are Alzheimer's disease with mild cognitive impairment (represented by words such as "alzheimer", "metabolic", "mci", "dementia") and pain ("painful", "nonpainful", "somatosensory", "sensation", "heat"). Table 2 lists the abstracts associated with the pain component. Furthermore, a "sensorimotor" component is associated with words such as "hand"', "motor", "visual" and "reaching" but only a few functional studies support this theme (Kertzman et al., 1997; Inoue et al., 1998) . A component associated with Posttraumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD) is dominated by a few abstracts by J. D. Bremner (Bremner et al., 1999b; Bremner et al., 1999a; Bremner, 2002; Bremner et al., 2003) . Other components also showed to be dominated by a single author. This is the case for the visual motion component (Cornette et al., 1998) and the associative learning component (Hunkin et al., 2002) . A final component contains emotion, familiarity and facial expression perception. We will refer to this as the "emotion" component even though only about half the abstracts were genuine emotion studies. The associated abstracts are listed in table 3.
Most of the articles displayed in the tables 1, 2 and 3 listed Talairach coordinates. We extracted PCC coordinates from these articles even though some of the entries were not strictly associated with the main theme of the component, e.g., a taste study (Gautier et al., 1999) appears in the pain component. A coordinate marked "Left posterior cingulate/precuneus" (Boxer et al., 2003) was left out since it was too posterior (y = −96) to be in PCC. An other outlier left out was "right postcentral gyrus/posterior cingulate gyrus" with x = 52 (Jernigan et al., 1998) . Single subjects activations in PCC from a third study (Maddock and Buonocore, 1997) were averaged to one single coordinate. All included studies except one event related potential study were either PET or fMRI studies. ( Krause et al., 1999) 11 4.21 Cerebral representation of one's own past: neural networks involved in autobiographical memory. (Fink et al., 1996) 12 3.98 Brain regions associated with acquisition and retrieval of verbal episodic memory. (Shallice et al., 1994) 13 3.86 The role of the basal forebrain in episodic memory retrieval: a positron emission tomography study. (Fujii et al., 2002) 14 3.49 A combined neuropsychological and neuroimaging study of topographical and non-verbal memory in semantic dementia. (Cipolotti and Maguire, 2003) 15 3.00 Changing patterns of brain activation during maze learning. (Van Horn et al., 1998) 16 2.82 Neural correlates of semantic and episodic memory retrieval. (Wiggs et al., 1999) 17 2.75 Network analysis of positron emission tomography regional cerebral blood flow data: ensemble inhibition during episodic memory retrieval. (Nyberg et al., 1996) 18 2.71 Task-related and item-related brain processes of memory retrieval. (Düzel et al., 1999) 19 2.66 Posterior cingulate cortex activation by emotional words: fMRI evidence from a valence decision task. (Maddock et al., 2003) 20 2.49 Neocortical system abnormalities in autism: an fMRI study of spatial working memory. (Luna et al., 2002) squares) and pain (red triangles) extracted from the most salient articles of the two most prominent components from the NMF analysis. The gray outline is an isocurvature in a probability volume for PCC based on modeling of all coordinates from the Brede database labeled either "posterior cingulate" or "retrosplenial" . A clear difference is seen between the two with memory brain activations primarily in the caudal part of PCC while the pain brain activations are mostly confined to the rostral or superior part of PCC. Two of the pain activations in the caudal part are actually from the taste study (Gautier et al., 1999) . The statistical tests for difference in distributions between memory and pain coordinates showed a large segregation with P -values around P ≈ 0.002 for both Hotelling's T 2 test and the Mahalanobis permutation test while the permutation test on the Euclidean distance was somewhat lower (P ≈ 0.0004). If the test was restricted to the sagittal coordinates (y and z) the P -values were lower, e.g., Hotelling T 2 test P -value for the coordinates from articles listed in tables 1 and 2 was P = 0.000658 and P ≈ 0.0003 for the mean permutation test. Statistical tests also gave evidence for a separation between memory and Alzheimer with P ≈ 0.01 (P T 2 ,3D = 0.0172, shown on a sagittal plot: y is the AP-axis with posterior as negative. The blue outline follows that of the Talairach atlas. The gray outline is an isocurvature in a probability volume for posterior cingulate cortex based on modeling of coordinates from the Brede database. Green squares are associated with "memory" articles and red triangles with "pain" articles. P T 2 , Sagittal = 0.0098, P Maha. Perm., Sagittal ≈ 0.008). The ordinary tests show very little difference between pain and Alzheimer P > 0.5, although this might be due to outliers in the Alzheimer set: Many Alzheimer coordinates lay inferior to pain coordinates, while only a few is positioned superior. A permutation test on the median on the Talairach z-coordinate showed a clear separation (P ≈ 0.001). Statistical testing between memory and emotion showed a very high P -value P > 0.5. There were not much difference between the Hotelling T 2 and permutation test for any of the tests.
There were few abstracts assigned to the PTSD components. Only 8 coordinates were contained in this components and furthermore were genuine PTSD articles (Bremner et al., 1999a; Bremner et al., 1999b; Pissiota et al., 2002; Bremner et al., 2003) . These showed to be mostly distributed in the rostral part of PCC and with the two most caudal brain activations actually being deactivations in relation to PTSD provocation (Pissiota et al., 2002) . This could give evidence for PTSD activation to be confined to the rostral part. To investigate this further we augmented the set with additional coordinates mentioned in a recent review (Bremner, 2002; Shin et al., 1997; Shin et al., 1999; Lanius et al., 2001 ), and we divided them into "positive" and "negative" PTSD activations, see figure 4. These new coordinates did not support the hypothesis since they were distributed across the entire PCC. 
Discussion
We find the most prominent component to be associated with words such as "memory", "retrieval" and "episodic". This is in alignment with a major review that associates PCC with successful episodic memory retrieval (Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000) . The important role of the caudal posterior cingulate cortex in successful autobiographical memory retrieval has previously been noted (Maddock et al., 2001) , and this is also in very well alignment with our finding of the spatial distribution of memory activations, although our results does not emphasize the success and autobiographical content, but rather general episodic memory retrieval.
Our finding of Alzheimer's Disease and Mild Cognitive Impairment as an important theme is also in agreement with findings of the neuroimaging literature where PCC hypometabolism is prevalent, see, e.g., (Minoshima et al., 1994; Volkow et al., 2002; Nybäck et al., 1991) .
The large contribution from pain in PCC studies is surprising: Pain activation has especially been associated with the anterior or middle part of cingulate cortex (Brodmann areas 24/32) (Vogt et al., 1992; Ingvar, 1999; Peyron et al., 2000) , seldom posterior to Talairach coordinate y = −2cm. Magneto-and encephalography results have suggested involvement of the posterior cingulate area (Bromm, 2001 ), e.g., a study estimated a laser evoked potential dipole source to be at the border between the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex in the left hemisphere (Bentley et al., 2002) . Our results suggest that a larger part of cingulate cortex than just anterior cortex is associated with pain. Furthermore, this pain component has a focus that is shifted compared to the focus of the memory component: All statistical test identify a differentiation between the memory and pain components and simple visual inspection of figure 3 also testifies to this. Our analysis does not enables us to say whether specific sub-components of pain (such as affective, sensory or cognitive) are especially pronounced in PCC, and if the PCC contribution to pain might be a part of the stronger activation in the anterior cingulate cortex. Our differentiation between the pain and the memory components appears along a rostrocaudal axis while standard cytoarchitectonic areas have a "ventrodorsal" order with Brodmann areas 29, 30, 23, 31 (Vogt et al., 2001) . Cytoarchitectonic rostrocaudal differentiation has been made in Macaca fascicularis with the definition of 23e, 23i and 23v, where 23v is the most caudal (Kobayashi and Amaral, 2000) , and differences in thalamic connection have been found between the posteroventral (caudal) and dorsal regions of area 23b in Macaca fuscata (Shibata and Yukie, 2003) . However, it is not clear whether these differences relate to the functional differentiation we find.
Emotion has been associated with PCC and a review concludes that "the retrosplenial cortex is the cortical region that is most consistently activated by the emotional salience of experimental stimuli" (Maddock, 1999) , where "retrosplenial" here means the most-caudal part of PCC (Vogt et al., 2000; Vogt et al., 2001) . Apart from articles mentioned by the review (Maddock, 1999) PCC has been associated with emotion in, e.g., facial anger viewing (Sprengelmeyer et al., 1998) , facial happiness viewing (Phillips et al., 1998; Kilts et al., 1996) , visual elicited phobic fear (Fredrikson et al., 1995) and romantic love (Bartels and Zeki, 2000) . A single component contains a number of these emotion studies, but the component is not very "clean" in the sense that it does not exclusively contain emotion studies, so we can only leniently conclude that there is a tendency for overlap between the emotion and the memory in the spatial distribution in Talairach space and it appears in caudal PCC.
Measurements in several species indicate that PCC is implicated in eye movements (Vogt et al., 1992; Olson et al., 1996) , and functional neuroimaging in humans identify PCC activation in saccades and pursuit tracking (Berman et al., 1999) . One could expect to find a component corresponding to eye movement, but this did not appear as a major theme in our analysis of functional neuroimaging studies.
A missing theme in our analysis is navigation and spatial orientation: The involvement of PCC in navigation is supported by ten case studies with patients showing topographical disorientation as the primary deficit (Maguire, 2001) . Furthermore, a number of animal lesion and electrophysiological studies have shown that PCC contributes to "spatial orientation" (Vogt et al., 1992) . Human retrosplenial activation has also been reported in an allocentric environment-based task which required no real or virtual locomotion (Committeri et al., 2003) . The reason why a navigation component does not show up is probably due to that some of the fMRI and PET navigation studies do not mention PCC (including retrosplenial cortex) in the title or abstract even when changes in this area are in fact reported: Eight of the 11 PET or fMRI studies listed in a review of retrosplenial cortex in navigation (Maguire, 2001) do not mention PCC. Another study is excluded from our analysis because "magnetic resonance imaging" is neither mentioned in the abstract nor indexed in the MeSH terms by PubMed (only "MRI" is mentioned in the abstract) (Grön et al., 2000) . Two studies included in our analysis (Burgess et al., 2001; Ghaem et al., 1997) show high loading on the "memory" component which might be a suitable categorization since these "navigation" studies investigated retrieval of the spatial context and "memorized routes". The few navigation studies are not able to generate their own component. The same problem applies for the few studies contrasting "resting state" (where the subjects have been instructed to close their eyes) with a number of diverse activation states finding posterior cingulate or nearby precuneus activation (Shulman et al., 1997; Mazoyer et al., 2001; Raichle et al., 2001; Andreasen et al., 1995a; Binder et al., 1999) . Of these only two are included (Mazoyer et al., 2001; Andreasen et al., 1995a) both primarily classified as "memory", the major theme of the latter.
The bag-of-words approach although a crude representation of written narrative, has proved to be able to identify themes that appear meaningful and aligned with "human powered" metaanalysis. The simple representation is however not able to identify in which local context the words appear. We used a large stop word list to discard frequent words with little reference to cognitive function. More advanced feature extraction algorithms would invoked more advanced phrase structure and natural language processing which has proven to give superior results in question/answering information retrieval tasks (Pasca and Harabagiu, 2001 ).
We did not intend to find all articles that are relevant for PCC. Many articles that report PCC activation do not mention the area in the abstract, and furthermore, our specific query with search on a limited number of words does not capture all relevant articles. Yet, our presently available data base do yield sensible results, and serves as proof of concept for future extensive datamining investigations. As databases such as BrainMap DBJ (Fox and Lancaster, 2002) and Brede (Nielsen, 2003) increase in scope this will further the successful retrieval of relevant articles and indeed our method can be implemented as an integrated part of services offered in connection with these databases, as it is the case with "related volumes" services already in operation (Nielsen and Hansen, 2004) . Increasing availability of electronic full text articles on the Internet will also assist the identification of relevant research.
Comparison with the permutation test on the Mahalanobis distance showed that the parametric Hotelling T 2 two-sample test is not very much affected by mild non-Gaussianity. However, the two test are probably not unbiased: The tests assume independent distributed or "exchangeable" activations and this is probably not true since there might be "intra-author" and "intra-study" effects that violate the independence assumption and activations within an article is not independent. These effects are hard to model or access. However, our investigation of memory and pain brain activation is based on a large number of mostly independent studies, so the overall conclusion should not be affected.
Another bias arises since the individual abstracts can probably not be regarded as fully independent and identically distributed: Dominant authors or laboratories might tend to use a stereotypical vocabulary. We have inspected the tables to explore for this effect but did not find obvious examples.
Our present method use the frequency of words as the features. A number of other weighting schemes have been suggested in the information retrieval literature see, e.g, (Salton and Buckley, 1988) , and these have an effect on the NMF components. We choose to use the frequency of words because of the simplicity and the emphasis it will put on the high frequency themes. However, some components can be dominated by single abstracts. In most cases this effect is unwanted and future work will be devoted to develop weighting schemes where these effects can be controlled.
The limited resolution of functional neuroimaging along with differences in brain templates and image registration procedures as well as spatial filtering during analysis and variation in the way the Talairach coordinates are found will probably make it difficult to localize the precise area, e.g., in terms of cytoarchitecture. Our analysis shows that the Talairach coordinates has an advantage over lobar anatomy: Talairach coordinates allow for more precise delineation of an area than the lobar anatomy terminology typically employed.
It should be noted that the "anterior cingulate" and "posterior cingulate" are not well defined areas anatomically, e.g., PCC can be taken to mean only the Brodmann areas 23 and 31. A midcingulate area can be defined (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) which means that the area referred to as posterior cingulate will be confined to the caudal region. In this work we have used the ostensive definition in articles and simply taken PCC to mean what is referred to as posterior cingulate and retrosplenial. Our analysis is not affected by this difference unless a part of the functional neuroimaging community, e.g., those involved in "memory", tend to use "mid-cingulate" for the rostral part of posterior cingulate while others, e.g., pain researchers, tend to use "posterior cingulate".
Conclusion
We have presented a method for discovering major themes for a specific brain area. Apart from the manual entering of Talairach coordinates our method can be completely automatized.
Our method is not confined to the analysis of the posterior cingulate but can be applied to other brain regions or other words and phrases and their relation to brain anatomy can be identified.
We have found functional heterogeneity in posterior cingulate cortex and the finding of the association between pain and the rostral part of the PCC shows the essence of data mining and knowledge discovery where previously overlooked small correlations become evident when information is aggregated and analyzed. Goutte, C., Veuthey, A.-L., and Gaussier, E. (2003) . A probabilistic information retrieval approach to medical annotation in SWISS-PROT. In Baud, R., Fieschi, M., Beux, P. L., and Ruch, P., editors, The New Navigators: from Professionals to Patients. Proceedings of MIE2003, volume 95 of Studies in Health Technology and Informatics, Amsterdam,
